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Kimberly Mickelson AICP, Olson & Olson, LLP, Houston, TX is an attorney and planner with Olson & Olson, LLP, in Houston and is the President of the Texas Chapter of the American Planning Association, and the Editor of A Guide to Urban Planning in Texas Communities. Her practice is concentrated in the representation of governmental and non-profit corporations. She specializes in and represents cities across Texas and in Illinois on land use matters, including zoning and platting, economic development, airport law, special districts, development agreements, and cemetery law. She is licensed in both Texas and Illinois, and writes and speaks frequently on planning and land use law issues nationally. She is also Visiting Associate Professor of Practice in the Master’s Program, Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning Department in the College of Architecture at Texas A&M University. Ms. Mickelson is an honors graduate of the Plan II program at The University of Texas, and The University of Texas School of Law and the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs. She attended Schiller International University in Heidelberg, Germany, studied municipal and historic preservation at in Krakow, Poland during graduate school, and was a post-graduate research fellow at the University of Belgrade. She is a member of the Texas Bar Association and serves on the Government Law Section Council, the Texas City Attorney’s Association, the Houston Bar Association, the American Planning Association (APA), and the American Institute of Certified Planners. She serves on the University of Texas Libraries Council, and is a former board member of Preservation Texas and Preservation Chicago. In her spare time, she is active in neighborhood redevelopment and historical cemetery preservation issues, is a rabid Longhorn football fan, and an art quilter.

David Silverman, AICP, Ancel, Glink & Diamond Et Al., Chicago, IL is a partner with Ancel, Glink, Diamond, Bush, DiCianni & Kraftware, P.C. in Chicago, practicing in the areas of local government, land use, economic development, and real estate. David has published on a variety of land use issues, including the forthcoming Urban Agriculture: Policy, Law, Strategy, and Implementation, the forthcoming Land Use Law: Zoning in the 21st Century, written with several other attorneys from Ancel Glink, as well as the more recently published Tax Increment Financing and Greening Local Government. David has also authored numerous articles on land use topics, including the recently published articles “Rules of the Game: A Framework for Fair and Effective Zoning Public Hearings” (The Commissioner, Spring 2013) and “The Temporary Use and Economic Development” (Planning and Environmental Law Journal, July 2014). David is co-chair of Ancel Glink’s land use practice and co-editor of the group’s newsletter, In the Zone, and is a regular contributor to and moderator of @AncelGlinkLand, which covers an array of current and evolving land use topics. Prior to his career as an attorney, David was an urban planning and economic development consultant working with several neighborhood based development organizations in both the cities of Detroit and Chicago. David is a member of the American Institute of Certified Planners and the land economics fraternity, Lambda Alpha International –
Ely Chapter. David also serves on the Executive Committee of APA Illinois as its Legislative Committee Chair and is the Education & Outreach Chair for APA's Planning and Law Division.

Daniel R. Mandelker, Stamper Professor of Law, Washington University in Saint Louis, is a leading scholar and teacher in land use law, environmental law, and state and local government law. He was the principal consultant and contributor to the American Planning Association’s model planning and zoning legislation project. He was also the principal consultant to a joint American Bar Association committee that prepared a model law for land use procedures that was adopted by the ABA House of Delegates. He recently published a handbook on free speech law for on premise signs, a coauthored fourth edition of his APA report on Street Graphics and the Law, and a coauthored new edition of his law school casebook in State and Local Government. Additionally, he received the ABA’s State and Local Government Section Daniel J. Curtin Lifetime Achievement Award.